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Lian Li PC-C39-B All
Aluminum Multi-Media
HTPC Computer Case w/
Remote - Black

$199.99
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Short Description

Product Details:
Lian Li (PC-C39-B) All Aluminum Multi-Media Desktop/ HTPC Case with Multi-Media Wireless Remote
Controller- BLACK, Supports Micro-ATX Motherboard
PC-C39 is designed For today's user who want to access more media files, which have the highest quality, and
silky look, with more internal space for power user!.

Description

Product Details:
Lian Li (PC-C39-B) All Aluminum Multi-Media Desktop/ HTPC Case with Multi-Media Wireless Remote
Controller- BLACK, Supports Micro-ATX Motherboard
PC-C39 is designed For today's user who want to access more media files, which have the highest quality, and
silky look, with more internal space for power user!.

Features
Features:
Handcrafted with high quality aluminum sheet material, with one line of diamond cut, it is a simple, minimalism design art
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work.
Multi-media remote controller uses Wireless technology which can easily control device from any corner in the living room.
PC-C39 has equipped modularized device cages, and those cages can ﬁt standard hardware component. Very simple to use
and easy to get the hardware ready for this case.
Silent Performance:
Lian Li designer looks into detail, PC-C39 has equipped anti-vibration kit on the chassis, to absorb the noise. Like the EMI
spring on the top cover, it absorb the vibration, and the top cover still easy to remove and close.
There are four high quality aluminum case stands, it not only looks good, it also has rubber pads to absorb the vibration,
and prevent scratch to the equipment under.
To reduce the vibration from HDD，Lian Li included HDD anti-vibration kit which is using the rubber ring to absorb the
vibration to reduce the noise.
Creative Thermal Solutions:
Aluminum can remove heat four times faster than steel, therefore PC-C39's aluminum alloy chassis can help system to stay
in cooler temperature, to extend the component's lifecycle.
There are two 70mm exhaust fans, one at the left side and one at right side of the chassis, it runs at 1500RPM, silent and
move hot system air out of the case.
The PCI bracket with vent holes for extra cooling to PCI add-on cards.
Inside the case, there are two fans working quietly, to help the system to remove the hot air out of the chassis.
User Friendly:
The device cages can be remove, user don't need to working in the small space inside the chassis.
Multi-media ports connectors follow international speciﬁcation standard, with one connector for easy installation. Audio
supports HD Audio and AC97 Audio design for batter compatibility, all I/O ports on the front panel, allow for easy access.
There is a linker bar to enhance the structure of PC-C39, and help the case to support the weight of item above , as user
normally stack equipments over each other.
All the connector are following the Intel standard, therefore it is easy to use, read the motherboard users' manual ﬁrst, to
ensure the motherboard's setting are same as Intel standard before plug in the connectors.

Specifications
Speciﬁcations:
Model

PC-C39

Case Type

Desktop / HTPC

Dimensions

435 x 97 x 400mm (W, H, D)

Front bezel Material

Aluminum

Color

Sliver / Black

Side Panel

Aluminum

Body Material

Aluminum

Net Weight

3.65kg

5.25" drive bay (External)
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3.5" drive bay (External)
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3.5" drive bay (Internal)
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Expansion Slot

4 (Low Proﬁle)
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Motherboard

Micro ATX

System Fan (Front)
System Fan (Top)
System Fan (Rear)

7cm Ball-bearing Fan x 2 (1500RPM)

I/O Ports

USB2.0 x 2, IEEE1394 x 1, HD+AC97 Audio

Additional Information
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Brand

Lian-Li

SKU

PC-C39-B

Weight

25.0000

Color

Black

Chassis Form Factor

Mini-Tower

Side Panel

No WIndow

Motherboard Support

Micro ATX

Material

Aluminum

PSU Wattage

No PSU
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